I. INTRODUCTION
N UMEROUS studies have been performed investigating the effects of precursor powders of magnesium and boron on the superconducting properties of . Yamada et al. showed that smaller particle size of Mg powder increases which is attributed to fine grain structure yielding enhanced grain boundary pinning [1] . Independently, Tan et al. obtained similar results in their recent finding [2] . The smaller particle size of Mg is expected to react more uniformly and quickly with boron leading to the formation of fine grain sized [1] , [2] . Nevertheless, the quality of starting Mg and heat treatment will also affect the overall behavior [1] - [4] . By studying the effects of boron powder, Ribeiro et al. reported a variation of with the purity of boron powders, namely higher could be obtained by using improved purity boron [5] . In addition, the boron powders have been found to have a great influence on [6] - [11] . It is known that the crystalline boron has lower chemical reactivity compared to amorphous form for the same annealing duration [12] . samples synthesized from the former also contain more impurities and their 's are lower than samples prepared from the latter [7] .
There is a growing concern over the supply of high purity ( 99%) amorphous boron as they are limited in the market. Even if they are available, they are much more expensive than impure amorphous and crystalline borons which are relatively easier to obtain (one can easily compare the price of boron powders with different purity by referring to the catalogs of chemical companies). Also, some of the chemical companies are no longer exporting boron to oversea countries. On the other hand, Mg is widely available and it is cheap.
Because of different reactivity and particle size of the boron powders used, grain structure and lattice properties are expected to change in samples prepared from boron mixture. By mixing crystalline boron with impure and high purity amorphous boron, respectively, to serve as precursors for reaction with magnesium, we aim to optimize microstructure and mixing-induced strain in order to achieve critical current densities close to or higher than that for samples prepared from single pure boron powder. This may reduce the use of costly high purity amorphous boron alone in samples preparation.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Polycrystalline samples were synthesized by in situ reaction of magnesium powder (99.98% purity) and boron precursor mixed in the stoichiometry of 1: 2 (Mg: B). Three different boron powders were used, they are (i) crystalline boron, 99% purity (denoted as B-C99) (ii) amorphous boron, 95-97% purity (denoted as B-A9597) and (iii) amorphous boron, 99.99% purity (denoted as B-A9999). The same sources of boron powders were used in the previous study as described in more detail in [7] . Two series of samples were prepared by reaction of Mg with boron precursors consisting of B-C99 mixed with (a) B-A9597 (sample set I) and (b) B-A9999 (sample set II) in varying proportion as shown in Tables I and II . Pellets of about 2 mm thickness and 5 mm in diameter were obtained by pressing the well mixed powders using a hydraulic press applying the pressure load of 2 tons. The pellets were then wrapped with Ta foil and loaded into a tube furnace for annealing at 900 C for 15 min with the heating and cooling rate of 15 min. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) was carried out in the step-scanning mode with 0.05 increment by using a Philips PW1050 diffractometer with a radiation source. The lattice strain was analysed based on the Williamson-Hall plot [13] . Commercial Quantum Design DC Magnetic Properties Measurement System (MPMS-XL) was used to obtain the and magnetization hysteresis loops. The samples were first zero-field cooled and was measured as they were being warmed up in an applied field of 10 Oe. Magnetic was estimated based on the critical state model [14] . Fig. 1 shows the x-ray powder diffraction patterns of samples prepared from boron mixture of B-C99 and B-A9597.
III. RESULTS

A. Set I: Samples Prepared From B-C99 and B-A9597
remains as the main phase in all samples. It is obvious that similar impurities found in samples prepared from B-C99 alone (Pure C99) [7] are noticeable with the increasing proportion of B-C99 additions. Therefore, the impurities are originated from B-C99 as MgO is the only second phase detected by x-ray in samples prepared from B-A9597 alone (Pure A9597) [7] .
As shown in Table I , samples prepared from the precursor boron mixture of B-C99 and B-A9597 do not show variation in even up to the proportion of 50 wt.% additions of B-C99 indicating the absence or tiny effect of disordering on by use of these two different boron powders. is defined as the onset of diamagnetism and its uncertainty is about 0.5 K. There is also no significant broadening in the transition curves as shown by the magnetic moment versus temperature measurement. Fig. 2 shows the plots of at 6 K and 20 K. Comparing samples prepared from the respective boron powder of B-C99 and B-A9597 alone, the latter exhibits higher 's than the former. This is because of the samples prepared from B-C99 contain more impurities leading to the reduced current carrying cross section [7] . However, samples prepared from the boron mixture show enhanced especially at low field region.
(6 K, 1.4 T) is A/cm for the 10 wt.% B-C99 sample compared to A/cm for the Pure A9597 and A/cm for the Pure B-C99 (Table I) . Hence is approximately doubled compared to the best single precursor sample. Even up to the proportion of 50 wt.% of B-C99 in the boron mixture, remains higher than both Pure A9597 and Pure C99. The enhancement is effective to about 4.6 T at 6 K and to 3 T at 20 K. As also shown in Fig. 2 , the strain level is relatively flat across the samples.
B. Set II: Samples Prepared From B-C99 and B-A9999
X-ray powder diffraction patterns of samples prepared from boron mixture of B-C99 and B-A9999 is shown in Fig. 3 . Again, most of the peaks in the XRD patterns can be indexed to phase. Similar impurities found in samples set I were seen to become obvious in the XRD patterns by increasing the proportion of B-C99. This is evident in samples with 50 wt.% of B-C99 additions.
As indicated in Table II , did not vary as a result of mixing B-C99 and B-A9999 just as for the mixtures with B-A9597 ( Table I) . As shown in Fig. 4 , samples made from the single precursor B-A9999 (Pure A9999) give the highest 's [7] of any of the precursors or mixtures with values of an order of magnitude higher than for Pure C99. The high is due to a collective effect of high purity, very fine grain pinning structure and possible Mg-deficiency [15] . Comparable to that of Pure A9999 at 6 K and 20 K can be obtained by adding up to 10 wt.% of B-C99 to the entire B precursor. However, decreases rapidly for samples with 50 wt.% of B-C99. For this sample, its drops to or below that of Pure C99. It is obvious from Fig. 4 that samples prepared from boron mixture show lower strain compared to both pure samples. Also, these values are lower than that of mixed samples of Set I (Fig. 3) .
IV. DISCUSSION
For samples prepared from boron mixture of B-C99 and B-A9597 (Set I), the plots (Fig. 2) do not show a straightforward shift upwards in but instead a lesser effect with increasing temperature and field suggesting an enhanced pinning by use of the mixed boron powders. As shown in Fig. 2 , the strain level is comparable between Pure C99 and Pure A9597 attributable to their bimodal grain size structure [7] . A relatively flat strain level is retained by increasing the proportion of B-C99. The unchanged bimodal grain structure in the reacted samples indicates that the difference in reaction rate between B-C99 and B-A9597 with Mg is not great to the extent to cause a dramatic change in the overall microstructure. Details of the grain structure will be reported elsewhere [16] . It should be noted that B-A9597 is in semicrystalline form whereas B-C99 has a crystalline phase as shown by XRD [7] .
For samples Set II, i.e. samples prepared from boron mixture of B-C99 and B-A9999, the form of the curves stays the same regardless of the amount of B-C99 additions, indicating that is decreased by increasing B-C99 owing to the reduction of current carrying cross section area by impurity phases. The lattice strain of Pure A9999 is close to that of Pure C99 or Pure A9597 as a result of its very fine grain structure [7] . By mixing the crystalline B-C99 into the high purity amorphous B-A9999, the grain size of the reacted samples was observed to become larger [16] that may cause the decrease in lattice strain. As shown in Fig. 4 , the drop in lattice strain is accompanied by the decrease in as the amount of B-C99 added is increased.
V. CONCLUSION
It was shown from this work that remains unchanged by using boron mixture of varying purity and form. By mixing impure crystalline boron with impure amorphous boron, was enhanced with the retention of lattice strain level of samples prepared from the single boron powder alone. For high purity amorphous boron, additions of impure crystalline boron up to 10 wt.% did not degrade . However, dropped rapidly with further amount of crystalline boron additions. Moreover, the lattice strain was found to decrease by mixing the two boron powders.
